Moving Man Simulation Answers
name: phet the moving man simulation - sisd - the moving man simulation answer the questions in boldfaced type as you follow the directions for the phet “the moving man”. if the simulation is not already open,
open the phet folder, click on simulations; in the left column, find motion and click on this; then find “the
moving man” simulation and click on it. if using the simulation ... motion simulation: the moving man kyrene - play with the controls of the simulation to get used to the controls. can you find... two ways to move
the man around? how to make the man move automatically? how to record and playback the man's motion?
how to playback the man's motion in slow motion? how to quickly reset the man to starting conditions?
constant velocity 1. exploring kinematics with the moving man simulation - trying the prelab questions
for the moving man simulation. working on the moving man simulation, and following the student instructions.
discussing problems and issues as they come up. linear motion motion graphing simulation motivating
the ... - b. set the initial position of the man to 0 m. set the initial velocity of the man to –2.0 m/s. c. run the
simulation and observe the motion graphs. again, the motion ends when moving man crashes into the wall, so
stop the simulation when that unit 2 cp lab 2 - the moving man - 2. how can you determine how fast
“moving man” is going from a position vs time graph?? 3. how can you tell from the slope of the position vs
time graph if “moving man” is going to the right or left? 4. how can you tell from a velocity vs time graph if
“moving man” is going to the right or left? 5. teaching physics using phet tpt - teaching physics using phet
simulations c. wieman1, w. adams2, p. loeblein3, and k. perkins2 phet interactive simulations (sims) are now
being widely used in teaching physics and chemistry. sims can be used in many different educational settings,
including lecture, individual or small group inquiry activities, homework, and lab. moving man simulationvelocity vs. time graphs ap physics 1 - moving man simulation- velocity vs. time graphs ap physics 1 e) a
man moving from 8 m to the tree m at a fast pace. -f) a man moving from 0 to the house, speeding up as he
walks. -3. use the moving man simulation to verify or correct your predicted graphs with a different colored
pen and correct your explanations as needed. 4. motion with moving man sim homework - johnbowne use the moving man simulation to reproduce the shape of this graph. you’ll find that there are a variety of
approaches for recreating this type of motion within the applet, these include among others: • reproducing the
motion using the walk motion and the velocity slider control, movin’ man: an exercise analyzing motion
graphs of ... - p. sci physics movin’ man: an exercise analyzing motion graphs of velocity & acceleration
activity two on the introduction screen of the simulation 1. reset all of the man's values to zero. 2. using the
position slider, set the man to stand near the tree. the moving man lab - center for teaching & learning the moving man simulation – constant acceleration motion psi physics – kinematics njctl physics kinematics 3
analysis: part 2 click “reset all” and set the acceleration of the man to 2 m/s2. run the program, and make sure
to stop the man before he hits the wall. record the distance, velocity, acceleration and time traveled. moving
man - mayfield city schools - 3. select the charts tab at the top left of the simulation screen. 4. close the
acceleration graph by clicking on the red minus “-“ at the top right of the acceleration graph. 5. read the below
scenario. 6. before using moving man, sketch what you think the graphs would look like for the given scenario.
7. the moving man simulation – constant acceleration motion ... - the moving man simulation –
constant acceleration motion psi physics – kinematics njctl physics kinematics 4 analysis: part 3 1. find a way
to make the man move with an initial velocity towards the right, slow him the moving man lab - center for
teaching & learning - the moving man simulation – constant speed motion psi physics – kinematics njctl
physics kinematics analysis: part 2 click “reset all” and set the velocity of the man to 2.5 m/s. run the program,
and make sure to stop the man before he hits the wall. record the distance and time traveled. using the time,
and distance: 1. student directions for moving man - mayfield city schools - 3. select the charts tab at
the top left of the simulation screen. 4. investigate moving man by having the man move using the sliders. use
the playback features to look at the graphs. while you make observations talk about the reasons the graphs
look the way they do. 5.
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